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two to his men on Amba Aradam and slipped, for every
regular paid, a dollar into his own wide pocket.
As for the men who owed military service, they could not
claim money for two months. The two months over, it
was always possible to argue that they must go on fighting
without pay for the good of their country, and at the
Emperor's command.
Imru and Ayelu disliked this lack of method. They
standardised payment throughout their army and they also
standardised loot. Any capture was divided regularly
among the band that made it, and did not have to be
carried laboriously to the cave of the commander-in-chief,
which is the common Ethiopian practice.
By the middle of January Imru had established his
force in a line south and east of Axum, with whose clergy
he entered into relations about the strength of the place,
its artillery, aviation, and so on. The numbers of the
Italians here were, he found, rather more than his own,
which were about twenty-five thousand. He was improving
his knowledge of Axum when the good priests were shot by
the Italians.
Imru felt strong enough to take up a defensive position
near Axum. Trenches were dug for the safe repose of his
troops during aerial bombardments. Crude precautions
were issued against yperite—" You soldiers must be always
washing." When his men were nicely established, he
sent two bodies of his troops out on a raid into the enemy's
baselines.
No white men saw these raids except the victims of them*
But Imru's messages to General Headquarters were on all
other occasions scrupulously true. The Italians, on the
other hand, made no mention of any casualties on
February 13, when Imru's parties reached their objectives,
until a month later when they denounced the mutilation
and death of fifty-seven innocent workmen and one woman
on that date.
This is Imru's own story.
On the night of February u, a thousand of his men were
sent down to the Mareb, where they looted during the
day the cattle of the population that had submitted to
Italy. Next evening they returned by the Asmara-Adowa
road, keeping carefully to the side and passing one or two

